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6HI01 F – The Expansion and Challenge of Nationalism
Introduction
General Comments – 6HI01
The June 2016 6HI01 examination session produced a wide variety of responses and overall
the majority of candidates were able to produce organised responses with at least some sound
analysis and relevant supporting material. Most candidates produced responses within Levels
3-5 but there were a few candidates who misunderstood questions or who provided responses
with predominantly irrelevant material. Examiners commented on the quality of argument in
many of the Level 5 responses and there were many interesting responses to read. Centres
and their candidates are once again to be commended on the hard work and effort that clearly
goes into the preparation for the 6HI01 examination.
Please note: 6HI01 is standardised across the Option papers and so it is recommended that
Centres read the reports and exemplification for all of the Options as comments made
generally apply to all papers. In the case of Option E and F exemplification, where there are
identical questions, this is particularly the case.
General Comments – Option F
As in previous sessions an overwhelming number of candidates answer questions relating to
Germany 1918-1945 along with one other topic. As usual most candidates were well prepared
and many were able to select and deploy relevant supporting material to great effect in
answering their chosen questions. In the higher Levels, examiners noted some outstanding
answers commenting both on the quality of the responses and how engaging many of the
responses were. At the lower Levels, however, there were some responses which showed
some understanding expressed in simple developed statements (L2) rather than attempted
analysis (L3).
The Road to Unification: Italy, c1815–70
Q1. This was the less popular of the two questions but many candidates actively engaged
with concept of the legacy of the 1848-49 revolutions in relation to the eventual process of
Italian unification producing some very engaging problems. Most responses suggested that
although Italian unification was influenced by lessons learned from 1848-49 there were also
factors specific to the later period which were of great significance. A range of influences
were offered, but the position of Austria was frequently cited; either from the point of view
that foreign intervention was actively sought to combat Austrian influence due to the lessons
learned from the failed revolutions; or because Austria had become politically and
economically weaker by 1870.
Q2. This was by far the more popular of the two questions producing a variety of responses
of variable quality. However, there were very few response that achieved less than Level 3.
As one examiner commented, at Level 3 there was a tendency to embark on a chronological
journey through the geographic milestones of Italian unification without addressing ‘how

far’. Across all levels, there was recognition that although geographical unity had been all but
achieved by 1870, there were still cultural, religious, and economic barriers that existed.
Better responses at Level 4 and above analysed these factors on a thematic basis and weighed
them accordingly.
The Unification of Germany, 1848–90
Q3. This was by far the more popular of the two questions. Most of the responses were able
to weigh up the significance of economic strength in relation to military strength effectively,
with the majority achieving at least Level 3. The question focus led to some interesting
discussions with many responses suggesting that although military strength was ultimately
more significant it was underpinned by the economic strength developed in previous decades.
Some candidates attempted a more multi-factored response which was less relevant to the
question focus. However some higher Level responses were able to integrate the role of
Bismarck’s diplomacy very effectively into the discussion.
Q4. Very few candidates provided responses to this question. Several response were unsure
of the focus and provided a commentary on Bismarck’s policies in the 1850s. However, there
were some very good responses which explored a variety of key issues with regard to the
development of a national identity such as the constitution of the German Empire, the
creation of ‘national symbols’, unified economic policies and Bismarck’s policy of
Kulturkampf.
The Collapse of the Liberal State and the Triumph of Fascism in Italy, 1896–1943
Q5. This was a popular question that was well understood by most candidates. The
‘mutilated victory’ and subsequent events with regard to Fiume, along with the economic
impact of the First World War, were common factors across most answers in supporting the
given factor, but the inherent weaknesses of the government, and the communist threat were
frequently cited as ‘other’ factors. Better answers established sound casual links between the
effects of war, and ‘other’ factors, for example, the economic crisis and the failure of the
Liberal governments. Mussolini’s role and leadership qualities were often discussed, but not
perhaps as much as has been the case for similarly focused questions in previous years. It was
not uncommon to see reference to the role of the king in the rise of the Fascists. Some
candidates were unsure where to place the end of the rise of Fascism within the time period
of the topic but most chose a year from 1922-25. Response which continued after 1925 often
included irrelevant material and wandered away from causal factors.
Q6. A significant number of candidates answered the question which was generally well
understood. The primary focus for most candidates was foreign policy, although a significant
number tackled domestic issues, with the ‘Battles’ being most frequently cited. A few
candidates made a clear distinction between ‘feared’ and ‘respected’ in their analysis of
Mussolini’s foreign policy decisions, but generally most candidates treated them as different
aspects of the same issue. The time period provided candidates with a range of foreign policy
to consider and the best responses were able to select relevant examples from across the time
period. Most responses concentrated on the exemplification from the 1930s with brief
reference to e ither the 1920s or the period post-Abyssinia.

Republicanism, Civil War and Francoism in Spain, 1931–75
During the lifetime of the qualification candidates have increasingly become more prepared
to answer questions across the whole time period of this topic. It has been a pleasure to see
candidates become more confident in deploying knowledge of the history of Spain in the
years immediately before the Spanish Civil War and the years of Franco’s rule post-1939.
Q7. This was the less popular of the two questions but the focus of the question was
generally well understood and candidates had a good knowledge of the history of the Second
Republic in the years before the outbreak of the Civil War. Most candidates were able to
discuss the initial reforms of the Second Republic and give a variety of reasons for the
growing political instability. Many suggested that political instability was caused mainly by a
combination of the failure of the left to meet the raised expectations of many ordinary
Spaniards and the hostile reaction of the right wing political elite led by landowners, the army
and the Catholic Church.
Q8. This was by far the more popular question and most candidates were generally well
prepared. Key issues discussed included the role of Franco as a unifying figure, military
support for the Nationalists from Italy and Germany and the impact of the various factions
within the Republican forces. The majority of candidates across all levels tended to analyse
Republican weakness and Nationalist strength separately, although the best answers did adopt
a more synthesised approach. However, Level 5 responses were seen that did not necessarily
employ a wholly comparative analysis throughout.
Germany Divided and Reunited, 1945–91
Q9. There was a small entry for this topic this session and Q9 was the less popular of the two
questions. Most responses were able to focus on the contrasting development of the ‘two
Germanies’ in the years to 1962 and to develop the given factor – the emergence of Cold War
attitudes. However, some weaker responses were unable to provide a range of other causal
factors. Better responses often discussed the impact of the Second World War, the role of
underlying economic factors, the domestic polices of the FRG and the GDR, and/or
contrasting political leadership.
Q10. This was the more popular question and most responses were able to discuss both the
physical and symbolic significance of the Berlin Wall in the process of reunification. Many
responses suggested that, although the fall of the Berlin Wall was significant in a symbolic
sense, long-term factors were more significant in the process leading to reunification itself.
Some of the best responses suggest that the significance of the fall of the Berlin Wall was that
it signalled the collapse of communism within the GDR which, in turn, began the actual
process of reunification itself.
The Middle East, 1945–2001: The State of Israel and Arab Nationalism
Q11. This was the more popular of the two questions. Most candidates were able to offer
factors relevant to the question but overall depth and range relating to the stated factor was
limited. Weaker responses tended to produce a limited narrative commentary on the reasons
for Arab-Israeli hostility focusing on a limited time period up to the 1960s. As in previous

sessions many of the weaker responses also spent too much time discussing the origins of
Arab-Israeli hostility rather than focusing on events during the given time period. The best
responses were able to address the changing nature of Arab support for the Palestinian cause
across the time period in relation to other factors influencing hostility such as Cold War
attitudes, the ambitions of individual Arab nations and the actions of Israel.
Q12. Although this was the less popular of the two questions, most of the candidates
choosing to answer this question were well prepared and there were some interesting and
thought provoking responses. Candidates are much better prepared to answer questions on
Arab nationalism and the causes of radical Islamist activity than they were at the beginning of
the qualification and this is being reflected in the quality of the responses. Most responses
were able to discuss the role of Western involvement in the Gulf region in the development of
increasing radical Islamist activity citing the Western response to the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait and the Western relations with Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states. Other causal
influences discussed included the long-term impact of the Iranian revolution, the decline of
pan-Arab nationalism and developments within Palestinian politics.
From Second Reich to Third Reich: Germany, 1918–45
Q13. This was the less popular of the two questions. Many responses discussed the reasons
for Hitler’s rise to power but there were relatively few that focused on the inability of Nazi
political opponents to prevent his rise to power. There was a disappointing general lack of
knowledge relating to political opposition with the time period. Communists and socialists
were frequently mentioned, but often in the context of pre-1929. Other factors such as the
impact of the Wall Street Crash, the weakness of Weimar constitution, Hitler’s charisma, and
Nazi organisation and propaganda were frequently asserted as contributing to the inability of
political opponents to prevent Hitler’s rise to power but without justification. A few
responses did manage to satisfactorily relate these factors to the weakness of opposition, but
on the whole attempts to do this were unconvincing and in the more extreme cases contrived
into the analysis. Political intrigue was generally referred to, and although few fully grasped
the complexity of the manoeuvrings surrounding Hitler’s appointment as Chancellor some of
the best responses did deal with this very effectively
Q14. This was by far the more popular of the two questions and on the whole was answered
effectively. Generally there was a good understanding of the focus of the question and most
candidates were able to develop the given factor – poor decisions taken by Hitler - and
provide a range of other factors from both during war itself and in the pre-war period. Poor
decisions discussed included the Blitzkrieg economic policies and the lack of economic
readiness by 1939, the decision to declare war on USA and to attack Russia, and the
unwillingness to involve women in the wartime economy. Other factors discussed included
Allied bombing, and the military/economic strength of allies. Better responses often
illustrated the inter-relationship of various different factors or differentiated between mistakes
and poor decisions. There were very few responses with a narrative trend and most
candidates seemed well informed on the reasons for Germany’s defeat in the war.

Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

•
•

Well-reasoned conclusions which refer to the criteria used to establish the line of
argument being developed provide evidence for substantiated judgements on the
question asked.
Candidates should read the question carefully and acquaint themselves with the focus
of the question, taking particular regard of the timescale.
Candidates should be prepared to select and deploy their knowledge and
understanding for the question set, not the question they hope for, and, indeed, they
should always be prepared for the unexpected.
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